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1. THE MISSION 

1.1 About the mission 

86 observers collected data from 422 out of 563 polling stations in Stockholm on Election Day. 

The total number of people enrolled in these polling stations was 564 870, which is 76% of the 

Stockholm voters. The polling stations were visited in groups of two, and each polling station 

was observed for approximately 20 minutes. 

The observers came from Sweden, Lithuania, Ukraine, Belarus, Armenia, Moldova, 

Azerbaijan, Russia, the Netherlands and Georgia. Participants wore badges with their name and 

the text “Election Observer”. This report contains the group’s recommendations and 

observations. 

 

The short-term objective of election observation mission is to alert authorities and the public 

about possible fraud and shortcomings in the electoral system, and to suggest measures to deal 

with those shortcomings. The long-term objective of electoral observation is to improve the 

electoral systems and thus citizens' confidence in democracy. 

 

Observers find that the elections were carried out in a democratic manner, and wish to 

congratulate Sweden for a successfully conducted election. However, observers noted some 

important shortcomings as specified in the recommendations in this report. The greatest concern 

is the lack of secrecy of the vote.   

 

The findings of the observation mission were compiled by Alesia Rudnik, Carl Hedman, Max 

Valentin, Per Olsson, Ales Silkou, Azat Gabdulvaleev, Julija Šartuch, Yulia Kuntsevich, Vilija 

Navickaitė and Amanda Valentin, Silc. The recommendations where agreed on the 10th of 

September by the collective of observers. 
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1.2 Observations 

 

1.2.1 Has the Election Commission fulfilled its obligation to provide ballot papers 

to the voters? 

 

Yes. In the morning, some stations were not ready with the stand by 08.00, but only at 08.10 or 

even later. But otherwise yes, the EC fulfilled the obligation. According to the Elections Act 

(2005:837), the EC has to provide ballot papers (with or without candidates) for parties 

represented in the Riksdag or that got more than one percent I in the previous elections. The 

same rules apply to the county council and municipal council. The ballots of S, C, FI, KD, L, 

MP, M, SD and V was available for all levels in all polling stations as well as empty ballots. 

 

 

1.2.2 Are the voting clerks properly checking voter IDs before the votes are cast? 

 

Yes.  

  

1.2.3 Is there any political campaigning material in or near the polling station?  

 

Our observers saw no election material in the polling stations or in spaces connected to 

them. According to the law there should be no campaigning material in the polling station or 

in the corridors and other spaces in direct connection to the polling station. This was upheld, 

which is an improvement since the elections in 2014. It was clear that stricter routines had been 

implemented. However, we did see party posters very close to the polling stations, some less 

than 15 meters away from the entrance of polling stations, which is a breach of the regulations 

adopted by the Stockholm City council. 

 

The observers find the tradition with party representatives handling out ballot papers 

problematic. Noting that it is an old tradition, and not considered election campaigning by 

silent agreement between the stakeholders of the electoral process, in the eyes of the observers 

it does still very much look like election campaigning. It was common that only one or two 

parties were represented by the entry of the polling stations, which might be considered an 

indication that the voters in these particular electoral districts are expected to vote for the those 

particular parties. Also the observers noted that practically no voters took ballots from all the 

representatives present. This tradition is no longer fulfilling its original purpose and is in 

conflict with the principle of a politically neutral environment around the polling stations.    

 

 

1.2.4 Does “family voting” occur? 

 

Yes. The observers noted so called “family voting”, which is when two people (supposedly 

friends or family) go into the voting booth together to prepare their votes, in 27% of the 

visited polling stations.  As mentioned above, the observers stayed in each polling station for 
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20 minutes. We want to underline that this does not mean that in the other 73% of polling 

stations family voting did not occur at all, it only means that no family voting occurred during 

our visits.1 Our presumption is that family voting occurred in most polling stations, perhaps 

with a few exceptions. There is an improvement in comparison to the 2014 election, when the 

corresponding number was 38%. The decrease in family voting is most likely due to the fact 

that the polling stations were less crowded, since many people had pre-voted (During our visits 

we saw 6606 people cast their votes which is in average 16 persons per 20 minutes visit. The 

corresponding number in 2014 vas 19 persons).2 

 

In total we observed 244 cases of family voting, which means that there was at least one 

case of family voting per 27 voters. The corresponding number for the election 2014 was one 

case of family voting per 22 voters. This means that out of 27 people one or two family voted  

- we counted cases of family voting, in some cases only one of the two persons behind the 

screen prepared their vote and in other cases both of them did. In percentage of the votes it 

means that between 4% and 7% of all votes were not prepared in private.  

 

The voting clerks handled situations with family voting differently, and it is clear that 

there is a weak common routine and insufficient understanding of the law. In a few polling 

stations, family voting was handled in a satisfactory manner: the voting clerks interfered and 

stopped attempted family voting, by politely instructing voters that you should vote alone, 

unless you need help.3 However, in a majority of polling stations, the election officers did not 

undertake any active measures what so ever in order to prevent family voting. In fact, in one 

polling station we observed voting clerks family voting themselves. When asked by observers 

about this issue, some voting clerk were very clear on the fact that voting should be individual, 

one voting clerk even said that he would refuse to receive a vote that had not been prepared in 

a proper way and he would tell the voters to go back and prepare the vote properly alone behind 

the screen.4 Other voting clerks were more insecure about their authority and duties. At at least 

two occasions voting clerks even told observers that it is a right to vote with whomever you 

choose, since the voting clerks should “not disturb” and has no right to question whether a 

person needs help or not. It is of course impossible to uphold the intention of the law and the 

secrecy of the vote, if there is no limit to the exception. In this regard, it is important to note 

that most cases of family voting were two seemingly able persons preparing one vote each 

behind the screen – the question then arises whether they both needed help and were suited to 

help each other.  

 

In some of polling station there were no attempts at family voting, and therefore we do 

not know how the clerks would have reacted. To some extent, it was probably just a matter 

                                                             
1 Depending on method, i.e how long the observers stay on each location, the number will vary. Other observer 
missions observed family voting in a greater part off polling stations. See: 
https://democracyvolunteers.org/2018/09/09/preliminary-statement-sweden-general-election-09-09-18/ 
2 Observers that participated in the 2014 observation mission have the impression that the voting clerks did not 
intervene to a greater extent than in 2014, there were simply less attempts. 
3  Of course, such cases are not noted as cases of family voting in our report, since the attempted family voting 
was stopped by the voting clerks 
4 See Election law chapter 8, paragraph 7. 

https://democracyvolunteers.org/2018/09/09/preliminary-statement-sweden-general-election-09-09-18/
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of coincidence that nothing happened during the time we were there, but in some cases it seemed 

to be the result of the polling station beeing better organized, and therefore more successful in 

handling family voting. The physical planning of the polling station and the way in which the 

voting clerks organized the flow of voters, was important. An effective way of reducing family 

voting, that some chairmen very successfully implemented, is to see to that the clerk handing 

out envelops at the entrance only let people in one and one and only when he or she sees a free 

voting booth.  

 

It is clear that family voting occurred more frequently in areas where the voters were 

more insecure about how the voting system works. Of the 422 polling stations that we visited 

40 were located in deprived areas (Sw. “Utsatta områden”) or particularly deprived areas (Sw. 

“Särskilt utsatta områden”) as defined by the Swedish police. In those areas, family voting was 

noticeably more frequent. We observed family voting in 47% of those polling stations 

(compared to 26% of the other 382 polling stations).  The main reason for this, according to the 

observers, seems to be that people in those areas are less confident in how the voting system 

works, and are afraid to make mistakes, that would render their vote invalid. The foreign 

observers, with experience from many other countries, noted that the Swedish system with 

many ballots and envelopes is far from obvious and rather unusual in an international 

perspective. Many people expect to receive ballot papers in the polling station itself. 

 

In light of the debate on “clan voting” that erupted after the election, we want to 

emphasize that our numbers on family voting tells you nothing about that. Any claim that 

our report proves the existence of clan-voting is a misinterpretation of our findings. Our 

observers’ impression was that in many places people were genuinely insecure about the 

process, had many questions to the voting clerks, and helped each other to vote with no 

malicious intent. However, it is still a problem, it shows that there is a need for better 

information about how to vote and clearer instructions to the voters in the polling stations 

themselves. 

 

When it comes to vote buying and coercion, anyone who wishes to control how somebody 

else votes will most likely do that at an earlier stage. For example (an issue that we will 

return to below) the placing of the stand with ballot papers and the handing out of ballot papers 

is a great concern when it comes to the secrecy of the vote. A person who wishes to control 

how another person votes, can easily accompany this person to the stand with ballots, control 

which ballots the person picks, keep them company in the line and make sure that the person 

has only one ballot with her/him into the polling booth. In such cases family voting in essence 

takes place long before the voter enters the voting booth.   

 

 

1.2.5 Do the observers have full access to the venues and the opportunity to 

observe how the elections are held? 

 

Yes. Election officers were in general very open and positively surprised, and seemed 

happy to answer our questions. In one station, however, the observers were told to wait, as 
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the election officers were uncertain if they should let them in or not, and when they did so it 

was with demonstrative reluctance. In two polling station the observers were first denied access 

and then granted access only after the voting clerks had been contacted by Stockholm election 

board that instructed them to let the observers in.  

 

Some of our observers were asked their names and asked to show ID when they asked for 

permission to take photos in the polling station. The observers did not mind, it was made in 

a very amicable manner. Their names were noted in the protocol (under a line about events 

during the day). However, this gave rise to the question if it would be reasonable for the voting 

clerks to always note the presence of observers and if this information could be of use to the 

electoral authority. However, it must be optional for the observers and cannot be presented as 

a condition for attending, since the conduct of elections is a public function5 and any person 

should have the right to attend without providing their name. 

 

1.2.6 How is the stand with ballot papers placed? Is it possible for people to pick 

ballot papers in peace and quiet? 

 

The placement of the stand with ballot papers still raise great concerns. Observers noted 

that it was very easy to see how a person was going to vote since the majority of voters only 

took three ballots at the stand at plain sight for anybody standing near. Very few disguised their 

vote by taking many ballot papers. This means that the ballot is not secret. According to the 

Venice Commission’s Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters, the secrecy of voting is in 

fact not only a right but also a duty for the voter, from that follows that the state must design 

the system in such a way as to guarantee the secrecy of the vote. It is not optional for the voter. 

The secrecy of the ballot is one aspect of voter freedom, and the purpose is to shield voters from 

pressures they might face if others learned how they had voted.  As we mentioned above, this 

gives room for peer pressure or even coercion6. 

 

Some polling stations had tried to make the stand with ballots more private by putting up a 

screen around the table or by placing the table facing a wall, creating a corridor or a little room 

for only one person. We salute those initiatives and it did improve the situation slightly. 

However, the solution is not ideal, since it was obvious to the observers that this resulted in 

people queuing for ballot papers, which were a significant problem in some polling stations. 

Also, after picking ballots, the people would stand in line together and often clearly see which 

ballot papers other voters had picked. 

 

 

1.2.7 Are there long lines to vote and do voters perceive this as a problem? 

 

Generally, queuing was not a big problem, although there were some notable exceptions. 

(This aspect was not observed in 2014, and therefore no data for comparison is available. It is 

                                                             
5 Swedish: Offentlig förrättning 
6 Cases of coercion (otillbörlig valpåverkan) has been reported in other parts of the country. 
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however clear that the pressure on the polling stations were much lower, because of the high 

percentage of pre-voting.)  

 

- In 311 of the polling stations there was no queue during our visit. 

- In 89 polling stations there were less than 10 people in line to vote,  

- In 14 polling stations there were between 10 and 50 people in line to vote 

- In 4 polling stations there where between 50 and 90 people in line to vote 

- In 4 polling stations there were between 90 and 100 people in line to vote.7  

 

When asking the voters if they perceived queueing a problem, the observers got very different 

answers. In one place, where there were 50 people in line and the waiting time was expected to 

be 10 minutes, one voter said she did not mind at all. Some voters said that waiting few minutes 

was actually a positive experience – it added to the feeling of doing something important and 

exclusive. In one polling station, where the line was 90 people, one voter told our observers that 

he had come to vote earlier in the day, but returned home without voting when I he saw the line. 

Now he had come back for a second time. According to him, he was not the only one to have 

given up, and he did not know whether the others had returned. This shows that queueing is a 

matter that should be taken seriously. 

 

Observers noted that the table with ballots was sometimes a bottleneck. In places where efforts 

had been made to ensure that voters picked ballots individually, this was especially obvious.  

 

1.2.8 Was the polling station accessible to people with disabilities? 

Yes, generally the polling stations were accessible for people with disabilities and all 

polling stations were equipped with a low table with a screen for those who wishes to sit 

down or are using a wheelchair. In one polling station the voting clerks informed the 

observers that not all wheel chairs could access, but they were able to recieve the persons vote 

outside of the room. That is not satisfactory, all polling stations should be accessible to people 

with disabilities.   

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 Recommendations 

 

2.1.1 The system with the ballots must be reformed to create a system where the 

secrecy of the vote is fully protected   

 

                                                             
7 How we counted the lines: the lines consist of three sections, which the observers counted on their way out: 
1)The line between the screens and the desk of the voting clerk, 2)the line to get into the polling station after 
taking ballots at the stand with ballot papers and 3)the line in the entrance or even outside on the street. In the 
third section the people are queueing for multiple polling stations. So in the stations with exceptional long 
queues, not everybody was actually queueing for that particular polling station.  
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The greatest threat to the secrecy of the vote is the system with ballot papers in the polling 

station. The system was designed very many years ago when Sweden had fewer parties and one 

election at a time. Now, Sweden has elections to three levels of government on the same day, 

more parties and preferential voting. The number of ballots has ten folded, and the system of 

picking one ballot for each party and making your choice behind the screen is no longer 

working. 

 

There has been many suggestions on how to solve this issue: 

 

- By putting up a screen around the table where the ballot papers are placed or by 

placing the table in a more remote location. This would improve the situation, but not 

solve it completely. It would also lead to new problems, such as the stand with ballot 

papers being a bottleneck resulting in queueing. Also, it requires the voting clerks to 

constantly check the table, practically between every voter, to see if all the ballots are 

available. Otherwise, a voter might have to ask the voting clerks for a specific missing 

ballot paper, which would then expose (at least indirectly) the choice of that voter. 

Having the ballots in the voting booths themselves would lead to the same 

problems. The voting clerks would have to check the availability of the ballot between 

every voter. 

- By giving each voter a pack of ballot papers already prepared by the voting clerks. 

(This is rather similar to how the system is intended to work – the idea with the party 

representatives handing out ballots is just that – the voter should take a ballot paper from 

each and thereby disguise their choice.) This would mean that every voter would get a 

pack of some 60 ballots with him or her behind the screen, and it would have to be 

decided which order they should lay. If in random order, it could take a while for the 

voter to find the ones she or he needs. If in alphabetical order, parties might feel it is 

disfavors them to be in the bottom of the pile. But when it comes to protecting the 

secrecy of the vote, this alternative is satisfactory. 

- By having a single ballot paper. In most countries, even countries with a similar 

system to Sweden, such as Lithuania and Denmark, the voter receives only one ballot 

with the names of all the parties. The voter then tics the party for which she or he wishes 

to vote. The parties can be listed in random order and the ballot paper can have one 

empty line for voters to fill in the name of a party that did not make the list. Party 

candidate lists could be posted on the wall and voters could write the number of her or 

his candidate in square after the name of the party.  With such a system, the problem 

with the placing of the stand of ballot papers is eliminated. However, it becomes much 

more important to be strict on family voting. 

- A popular suggestion has been to have a printer in the booth, so that each voter 

simply prints the ballot he or she needs, and puts it in the envelope. This system would 

solve the problem with secrecy of the vote, but would be technically a bit more advanced 

and therefor more vulnerable. Even a low fault level would have impact on a great 

number of peoples voting experience. 
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- Various methods of electronic voting has been suggested. The main concerns when it 

comes to electronic voting are the secrecy of the vote and the voters’ trust in the system. 

A system that leaves a paper trail is still to be preferred.  

 

 

2.1.2 The handling of the pre-votes needs to be improved 

When the outer envelopes of the pre-votes has been opened, the pre-votes should have the same 

protection as the ballot box. The ballot box is always guarded by two people, while observers 

in many polling stations saw voting clerks opening the outer envelopes of the pre-votes alone 

in a corner. The reason for this was, as far as we understand, that the pre-votes arrived very late 

and there was a lack of time. The boxes with pre-votes were then standing in the polling stations 

the whole day. We want to emphasize, that the voting clerks did not leave the pre-vote 

unattended, they always kept an eye on them, however it is still not a satisfactory routine. The 

pre-votes should either be left unopened until the voting is concluded, and the polling station 

has been cleared of all grey envelopes and ballot papers that might be laying around. This could 

be costly and time-consuming, however, with reference to the above mentioned observations, 

the administrative routines regarding the handling of the pre-votes must be changed.  

 

 

2.2.3 Measures should be taken against "family voting"  

Family voting is unfortunately a common violation and infringes on the secrecy of the ballot. 

This should be taken seriously. Sweden has ratified the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights, which states that elections shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free 

expression of the will of the electors. Sweden is also a member of the OSCE and has signed the 

Copenhagen Document, which states that free elections that are held at reasonable intervals by 

secret ballot or by equivalent free voting procedure are essential to the full expression of the 

inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all human beings.  

 

In addition to international regulations, the Swedish Constitution and electoral laws emphasize 

the secrecy of the vote. According to the Instrument of Government, the Riksdag is appointed 

by means of free, secret and direct elections. The Elections Act (2005:837) states that voters 

shall arrange their votes behind a voting screen and thereafter give the vote envelopes to the 

voting clerks. It also states that voters who cannot personally arrange their votes owing to an 

impairment or similar, shall upon request be given assistance in this by the voting clerks, to the 

extent that is necessary. Such a voter may also engage another person to help him or her to vote. 

The secrecy of voting is mentioned, however, without specifying more precisely what that 

means. Nevertheless, the Swedish Penal Code (1962:700) states both a prohibition against 

improper activity at election and a prohibition against violating the privacy of suffrage. The 

latter means that a person who without authorization seeks to secure information about matters 

which, with respect to the exercise of suffrage on public questions shall be kept secret, shall be 

sentenced for violating the privacy of suffrage to a fine or imprisonment for at most six months.  
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With reference to the above, regulatory compliance and implementation of election procedures 

regarding the secrecy of the vote need to be overviewed. Moreover, the election authorities 

must train the voting clerks and inform them about the issue. In other words, it is obvious that 

the voting clerks do not have sufficient knowledge or understanding of the secrecy of the vote.  

 

Lastly, intervening when two people are already voting together can lead to a small conflict in 

the polling station. Therefore, the voters should also be clearly informed about the rule 

beforehand. This can be done verbally (when they step into the room) or in writing (a sign on 

the green screen). Regarding the ballot management, the rooms should be planned and the 

election officials should control the number of people in the room in order to prevent family 

voting.  

 

2.1.5 The rules concerning political campaigning near by the polling stations 

should be stricter 

Campaign materials directly outside the polling stations, which can be seen from the entry to 

the building should be taken away. The election officials should get the proper tools to remove 

them and clear instructions, for example to remove all posters which are within a certain 

distance (our suggestion: 40 m) from the entry of the building. The tradition of party 

representatives handing out ballots should be considered political campaigning and abolished. 
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Annex: List of observed polling stations 

Katarina 5 Bondegatan västra mm 1 

Katarina 7 Kv Linjalen mm 2 

Katarina 11 Rosenlundsparken 3 

Katarina 16 Blekingegatan ästra mm 6 

Högalid 15 Södersjukhuset 9 

Katarina 10 Eriksdal V 10 

Katarina 13 Rosenlund 11 

Skarpnäck 25 Enskededalen V 12 

Skarpnäck 9 Kärrtorp S 13 

Skarpnäck 7 Skarpnäcks trädgårdsstad 15 

Skarpnäck 8 Enskededalen Ö 16 

Skarpnäck 26 Kärrtorp C 18 

Skarpnäck 4 Bergsrådsvägen mm 20 

Skarpnäck 10 Kärrtorp N 22 

Skarpnäck 5 Bagarmossen N 24 

Skarpnäck 6 Bagarmossen C 25 

Skarpnäck 24 Bagarmossen V 26 

Skarpnäck 18 Skarpa by mm 27 

Skarpnäck 20 Horisontvägen norra mm 28 

Skarpnäck 19 Skarpnäck Ö-Orhem 29 

Kungsholm 5 Polishuset 32 

Kungsholm 13 John Ericssonsgatan mm 33 

S:t Göran 17 Kv Karlsvik mm 34 

S:t Göran 15 Fridhemsplan sädra 35 

Kista 5 Akalla S 36 

Kista 4 Akalla V 37 

Kista 1 Akalla C 38 

Kista 2 Akalla Ö 39 

Kista 3 Akalla N 40 

Kungsholm 1 Ture Nermans gränd mm 41 

Kungsholm 2 Pontonjärparken 42 

Kista 11 Husby V 43 

Kista 20 44 

Kista 9 Husby S 45 

Kista 8 Husby C 46 

Kista 7 Oslogatan 47 

Kista 6 Husby N 48 

Kista 16 Kista Gård 49 

Kista 14 Kista V 50 

Kista 10 Husby Ö 51 

Kista 18 52 

Kista 19 53 

Kista 13 Kista C 54 
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Kista 12 Kista mellersta 55 

Kista 17 Ärvinge N 56 

Kista 15 Ärvinge S 57 

Bromma 28 Annedalsparken 58 

Bromma 32 59 

Bromma 29 Linaberg 60 

Bromma 23 Mariehäll S 61 

Bromma 25 Lännebergaparken mm 62 

Bromma 20 Johannesfred V 63 

Bromma 19 Johannesfred Ö 64 

Spånga 20 Kvarnbyvägen mm 65 

Spånga 22 Rinkebysvängen Ö 66 

Spånga 27 Rinkeby mellersta 67 

Spånga 6 Solhem N 68 

Spånga 18 Rinkebystråket 69 

Spånga 23 Rinkebysvängen S 70 

Spånga 21 Rinkeby C 71 

Spånga 15 Risingeplan mm 72 

Spånga 11 Erikslund 73 

Spånga 25 Hjulstastråket södra 74 

Spånga 19 Rinkebysvängen V 75 

Spånga 17 Rinkebysvängen N 76 

Spånga 10 Hjulsta V 77 

Spånga 13 Tensta C 78 

Spånga 24 Spånga by 79 

Spånga 16 Glämminge-Sörgården 80 

Spånga 14 Gullinge 81 

Spånga 26 Spånga torg-Lunda 82 

Spånga 4 Solhem S 83 

Spånga 5 Solhem V 83 

Spånga 3 Solhem Ö 84 

Kungsholm 10 Stadshuset 86 

Kungsholm 6 Kungsholmstorg V 87 

Kungsholm 12 Rådhuset 88 

Kungsholm 8 Piperska muren 89 

Kungsholm 9 Kungsklippan mm 90 

Kungsholm 7 Kungsholmstorg Ö 91 

Skärholmen 4 Bredäng Ö 92 

Skärholmen 5 Bredäng S 93 

Skärholmen 20 94 

Skärholmen 8 Sätra S 95 

Skärholmen 7 Sätra mellersta 96 

Skärholmen 6 Sätra N 97 

Skärholmen 18 Sätra gård 98 
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Skärholmen 19 Skärholmsterassen 99 

Skärholmen 21 100 

Skärholmen 10 Portholmsgången mm 101 

Skärholmen 22 102 

Skärholmen 11 Ekholmshöjden 103 

Skärholmen 16 Storholmsbackarna mm 104 

Skärholmen 12 Skärholmen S 105 

Skärholmen 14 Stångholmsbacken mm 106 

Skärholmen 13 Skärholmens gård 107 

Skärholmen 9 Vårberg mellersta 108 

Skärholmen 15 Vårberg S 109 

Skärholmen 17 Vårberg V 110 

Högalid 9 Högalidsparken 111 

Högalid 4 Högalidsgatan ästra mm 112 

Skärholmen 3 Bredäng V 113 

Skärholmen 2 Bredäng NV 114 

Skärholmen 1 Bredäng NÖ 115 

Hägersten 28 Mälarhöjden S 116 

Hägersten 34 Klubbacken mm 117 

Hägersten 26 Mälarhöjden mellersta 118 

Hägersten 29 Nybodahöjden-Årstaberg 119 

Domkyrko 2 Gamla stan yttre 120 

Domkyrko 1 Gamla stan inre 121 

Gustav Vasa 5 Gustav Vasa kyrka 122 

Matteus 9 Gästrikegatan mm 123 

Hässelby 1 Hässelby Strand V 124 

Hässelby 2 Hässelby Strand S 125 

Hässelby 6 Hässelby Gård Ö 126 

Hässelby 8 Hässelby Gård C 127 

Hässelby 20 Hässelby mellersta 128 

Vällingby 1 Vällingby N 129 

Vällingby 2 Vällingby V 130 

Vällingby 4 Vällingby C 131 

Vällingby 10 Nälsta Ö 132 

Vällingby 11 Nälsta V 133 

Bromma 4 Riksby N 134 

Bromma 5 Åkeshov 135 

Bromma 3 Åkeslund Ö 136 

Västerled 3 Stora Mossen 137 

Bromma 1 Abrahamsberg S 138 

Bromma 2 Abrahamsberg N 139 

Bromma 7 Riksby Ö 140 

Bromma 6 Riksby V-Brommaplan 141 

Vällingby 18 Nälsta gård 142 
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Vällingby 19 Vällingby mellersta 143 

Vällingby 8 Råcksta V 144 

Vällingby 17 Råcksta gård 145 

Hässelby 4 Hässelby Strand Ö 146 

Hässelby 5 Hässelby Gård S 147 

Hässelby 9 Hässelby Gård V 148 

Hässelby 7 Hässelby Gård N 149 

Farsta 5 Gubbängen Ö 150 

Hässelby 21 150 

Hässelby 3 Hässelby Strand N 151 

Matteus 13 Rärstrand Ö 152 

Matteus 11 S:t Eriksplan 153 

Farsta 9 Russinvägen mm 154 

Farsta 24 Värmlandsvägen mm 155 

Farsta 32 Västboda 156 

Farsta 23 Nykroppagatan mm 157 

Farsta 22 Farstaängen 158 

Farsta 4 Olympiaområdet 160 

Farsta 10 Kryddhyllan 161 

Farsta 12 Hauptvägen mm 162 

Farsta 11 Fagerlid 163 

Farsta 7 Gubbängen V 164 

Farsta 6 Gubbängen C 165 

Maria 5 Mariatorget S 166 

Maria 11 Södra station V 167 

Maria 4 Bergsgruvan 168 

Maria 9 Södra station S 169 

Farsta 19 Kristinehamnsgatan mm 170 

Farsta 18 Larsboda 171 

Farsta 30 Torsbygatan mm 172 

Farsta 34 173 

Farsta 33 174 

Farsta 16 Farsta Strand C 175 

Farsta 15 Farsta Strand V 176 

Vantör 17 Gillerbacken mm 177 

Vantör 20 Rågsveds Ö 178 

Vantör 16 Snösätrahöjden 179 

Vantör 28 Rågsveds S 180 

Katarina 2 Mosebacke 181 

Maria 12 Fredmansgatan mm 182 

Katarina 8 Medborgarplatsen-Skrapan 183 

Vantör 8 Högdalen Ö 184 

Vantör 11 Högdalen C 185 

Vantör 29 186 
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Vantör 7 Bäckahagen 187 

Vantör 9 Högdalen mellersta 188 

Vantör 27 Bandhagen C 189 

Vantör 12 Skebokvarnsv. västra mm 190 

Vantör 6 Bandhagen Ö 191 

Vantör 10 Högdalen V 192 

Maria 8 Södra station N 193 

Maria 7 Skaraborgsgatan mm 194 

Vantör 5 Bandhagen mellersta 195 

Maria 10 Södra station Ö 196 

Vantör 19 Rågsved V 197 

Vantör 18 Rågsveds N 198 

Vantör 26 Rågsved C 199 

Vantör 30 200 

Vantör 24 Ormkärr 201 

Vantör 25 Hagsätra N 202 

Vantör 21 Hagsätra Ö 203 

Vantör 23 Hagsätra V 204 

Vantör 22 Hagsätra C 205 

Västerled 2 Äppelviken 206 

Essinge 2 Lilla Essingen N 207 

S:t Göran 5 Kristinebergs strand 208 

S:t Göran 24 Kristineberg S 209 

S:t Göran 6 Geijersvägen mm 210 

S:t Göran 25 Hornsbergs strand 211 

S:t Göran 7 Marieberg S 212 

Essinge 5 Stora Essingen Ö 213 

Västerled 6 Traneberg S 214 

Västerled 18 Ulvsunda slott 215 

Västerled 1 Smedslätten V 216 

S:t Göran 3 Fredhäll V 217 

Essinge 7 218 

S:t Göran 2 Fredhäll N 219 

S:t Göran 22 Thorildsplan 220 

S:t Götan 26 221 

Essinge 3 Stora Essingen S 222 

S:t Göran 1 Fredhäll S 223 

Västerled 4 Alvik 224 

Västerled 17 Vidängsvägen mm 225 

Västerled 9 Ulvsunda trädgårdsstad 226 

S:t Göran 19 Sankt Görans sjukhus 227 

Västerled 5 Johannelund 228 

Västerled 8 Minneberg 229 

Västerled 7 Traneberg Ö 230 
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Västerled 19 Smedslätten Ö 231 

Essinge 4 Stora Essingen N 232 

Essinge 1 Lilla Essingen mellersta 233 

S:t Göran 23 Hornsberg Ö 234 

S:t Göran 4 Kristinebergsparken 235 

S:t Göran 21 Fredhäll mellersta 236 

S:t Göran 8 Rålambshov 237 

Enskede 10 Bolmensvägen mm 239 

Enskede 9 Skanskvarn 240 

Enskede 3 Storsjävägen mm 241 

Enskede 1 Årsta gård 242 

Sofia 18 Rutger Fuchsgatan mm 243 

Sofia 9 Skanstull 244 

Sofia 10 Vintertullen 245 

Sofia 7 Kv Vitbetan 246 

Sofia 19 Blecktornet 247 

Enskede 8 Årstaskogen 248 

Enskede 7 Långhalsvägen mm 249 

Enskede 25 250 

Enskede 4 Årsta kyrka 251 

Enskede 6 Valla torg 252 

Enskede 5 Årstafältet 253 

Brännkyrka 24 Östbergabackarna 254 

Brännkyrka 23 Gamla Östberga 255 

Brännkyrka 22 Östbergahöjden 256 

Brännkyrka 28 Kämpetorp 257 

Brännkyrka 12 Älvsjö station 258 

Brännkyrka 17 Kristallvägen mm 259 

Brännkyrka 18 Klacktorget mm 260 

Brännkyrka 19 Solberga C 261 

Hägersten 40 Häkmossen 262 

Hägersten 36 Västberga Ö 263 

Hägersten 18 Västberga V 264 

Hägersten 17 Korpmossen 265 

Hägersten 12 Midsommarkransen N 266 

Hägersten 13 Telefonplan 267 

Vantör 14 Örby S 268 

Vantör 15 Örby N 269 

Vantör 13 Örby V 270 

Enskede 2 Årstaliden 271 

Enskede 13 Blåsut 272 

Enskede 14 Globen 273 

Enskede 12 Skärmarbrink 274 

Enskede 11 Gullmarsplan 275 
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Domkyrko 3 Norrmalm nedre 276 

Bromma 15 Blackeberg mellersta 277 

Bromma 14 Blackeberg V 278 

Bromma 24 Blackeberg N 279 

Bromma 12 NorraÄngby Ö 280 

Hässelby 17 Hässelby Villastad NÖ 281 

Bromma 18 SödraÄngby 282 

Kungsholm 4 S:t Eriks sjukhus 283 

S:t Göran 11 Industrigatan mm 284 

S:t Göran 12 Tullmuseet 285 

Kungsholm 11 Barnhusviken 286 

S:t Göran 18 Fridhemsplan ästra 287 

S:t Göran 20 Västermalmsgallerian 288 

Vällingby 14 Kälvesta Ö 289 

Vällingby 13 Kälvesta V 290 

Vällingby 22 291 

Vällingby 15 Vinsta V 292 

Vällingby 20 293 

Vällingby 16 Vinsta Ö 294 

Hässelby 10 Hby Villastad mellersta 295 

Hässelby 19 Hässelby Villastad S 296 

Hässelby 11 Hässelby Villastad V 297 

2 Bromma-Kungsholmen 298 

Vällingby 6 Grimsta Ö 299 

Vällingby 12 Grimsta mellersta 300 

Vällingby 5 Grimsta V 301 

S:t Göran 14 Kronobergsg. norra mm 302 

Bromma 17 Blackeberg Ö 303 

Bromma 16 Blackeberg S 304 

Oscar 23 Tessinparken Ö 305 

Oscar 8 Fältäversten mm 306 

Oscar 12 Tessinparken V 307 

Oscar 14 Tessinparken S 308 

Oscar 9 Gustav Adolfsparken 309 

Oscar 22 Kampementsbacken mm 310 

Oscar 21 Ladugårdsgärdet 311 

Oscar 10 Karlaplan N 312 

Hedvig Eleonora 3 Karlav. mitt mm 313 

Oscar 7 Karlaplan V 314 

Oscar 3 Strandvägen mellersta mm 315 

Oscar 2 Oscarskyrkan 316 

Oscar 4 Storgatan-Grevgatan mm 317 

Oscar 6 Karlaplan S 318 

Oscar 5 Strandvägen ästra mm 319 

Hedvig Eleonora 1 Kv Rådjuret mm 320 
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Hedvig Eleonora 4 Nybergsgatan mm 321 

Hedvig Eleonora 7 Patentverket 322 

Hedvig Eleonora 8 Kv Guldfisken mm 323 

Hedvig Eleonora 6 Armemuseum 324 

Engelbrekt 10 Hjorthagen V-Värtahamn 325 

Engelbrekt 9 Hjorthagen C 326 

Engelbrekt 14 Husarviken 327 

Engelbrekt 16  328 

Engelbrekt 5 Eriksberg mm 329 

Engelbrekt 15 330 

Engelbrekt 12 Universitetet 331 

Engelbrekt 11 Lappkärrsberget 332 

Skarpnäck 15 Hammarbyhöjden C 333 

Skarpnäck 17 Hammarbyhöjden V 334 

Skarpnäck 23 Skarpnäck C 335 

Skarpnäck 12 Bjärkhagen V 336 

Skarpnäck 21 Pungpinan mm 337 

Skarpnäck 14 Hammarbyhöjden S 338 

Katarina 20 Ringen 339 

Katarina 17 Gotlandsgatan ästra mm 340 

Sofia 2 Åsöberget 341 

Katarina 6 Nytorgsgatan-Bondegatanmm 342 

Sofia 14 Sickla kanal 343 

Skarpnäck 28 346 

Katarina 18 Nytorget 347 

Katarina 3 Katarina kyrka 348 

Sofia 15 Mårtensdal 349 

Sofia 17 Lugnet 350 

Sofia 16 Sickla Park 351 

Sofia 3 Sofia kyrka 352 

Katarina 1 Björns Trädgård 353 

Katarina 4 Axel Landquists park 354 

Sofia 4 Stig Claessons Park-Fjällg. 355 

Sofia 1 Mandelparken 356 

Sofia 11 Barnängen 357 

Sofia 5 Sågargatan mm 358 

Sofia 20 Klippgatan mm 361 

Hägersten 38 Gösta Ekmans väg mm 363 

Hägersten 25 Mälarhöjden Ö 364 

Hägersten 4 Gröndal C 365 

Hägersten 3 Stora Fågelsången 366 

Hägersten 2 Nybohov Ö 367 

Hägersten 14 Midsommarkransen S 368 

Hägersten 16 Midsommarkransen C 369 
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Hägersten 35 Midsommarkransen Ö 370 

Hägersten 39 Liljeholmstorget 371 

Hägersten 1 Nybohov V 372 

Högalid 2 Reimersholme S 373 

Högalid 20 Folkskolegatan mm 374 

Högalid 12 Skinnarviksparken 375 

Högalid 1 Reimersholme N-Långholmen 376 

Högalid 8 Bergsund N 377 

Högalid 6 Pålsundsparken 379 

Högalid 3 Heleneborgsgatan norra 380 

Högalid 5 Bergsund S 381 

Högalid 7 Hornstull 382 

Högalid 10 Drakenberg 383 

Hägersten 15 Svandammen 384 

Hägersten 6 Ekensberg 385 

Hägersten 5 Gröndal V 386 

Hägersten 11 Vinterviken 387 

Hägersten 8 Aspudden Ö 388 

Hägersten 9 Aspudden C 389 

Hägersten 41 Aspudden mellersta 391 

Hägersten 10 Örnsberg 392 

Hägersten 7 Gröndal N 393 

Hägersten 30 Trekanten 394 

Brännkyrka 1 Västertorpshallen 396 

Brännkyrka 2 Västertorpsparken 397 

Brännkyrka 4 Västertorp V 398 

Brännkyrka 21 Örby Slott 399 

Brännkyrka 11 Långsjö S 400 

Högalid 16 Kv Svärdet 401 

Brännkyrka 26 Långsjö N 403 

Brännkyrka 16 Sten Stures väg mm 404 

Brännkyrka 25 Herrängen Ö 405 

Brännkyrka 9 Herrängen V 406 

Brännkyrka 15 Långbro Ö 407 

Brännkyrka 14 Långbro V 408 

Brännkyrka 29 409 

Brännkyrka 13 Långbrogårdsparken 410 

Brännkyrka 10 Långbro park 411 

Brännkyrka 5 Fruängen Ö 412 

Brännkyrka 27 Fruängen V 413 

Brännkyrka 7 Fruängen N 414 

Brännkyrka 6 Fruängen mellersta 415 

Brännkyrka 30 416 

Brännkyrka 8 Fruängen S 417 
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Högalid 18 Lundagatan sädra mm 419 

Högalid 14 Zinkensdamm IP 421 

Högalid 11 Zinkensdamm N 422 

Högalid 17 Tobaksmonopolet mm 423 

Högalid 21 Tanto 424 

Oscar 1 Djurgården 425 

Matteus 10 Hälsingehöjden mm 426 

Matteus 4 Norrtulls sjukhus 427 

Johannes 4 Vanadislunden sädra 428 

Adolf Fredrik 2 Rådmansgatan mm 429 

Gustav Vasa 6 Atlasområdet 430 

Gustav Vasa 7 Eastmaninstitutet 431 

Johannes 2 Kv Surbrunn mm 432 

Johannes 3 Jarlaplan 433 

Gustav Vasa 2 Luntmakarg. norra mm 434 

Adolf Fredrik 5 Späkparken 435 

Gustav Vasa 1 Sabbatsberg 436 

Adolf Fredrik 6 Tegnerlunden mm 437 

Johannes 8 438 

Adolf Fredrik 3 Adolf Fredriks kyrka 439 

Johannes 1 Johannes kyrka 440 

Adolf Fredrik 4 Norra Bantorget 441 

Gustav Vasa 4 Observatorielunden 442 

Adolf Fredrik 1 Tegnerlunden V 443 

Johannes 5 Roslagsgatan mellersta 444 

Gustav Vasa 9 Odenplan NV 445 

 


